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SPRING
IS HERE!

Spring Solstice is a time of rebirth. We begin to hear the birds singing and it gives us a sense
of comfort knowing the Spring has begun and our days will be much longer to enjoy outside.
So many different cultures across the world have different ways of welcoming the Spring
through their own Ceremonies passed down to them. Within our Indigenous Culture we
celebrate Spring Solstice in various ways depending on our different teachings as well.
But one thing that stays true amongst us is that Spring Solstice is most definitely a very
important Spiritual time of year for Indigenous people. We come together in ceremony and
celebrate all life blooming around us. Animals come out of hibernation and we get a sense of
knowing to gather with friends and family to begin fresh and share stories. Due to Canada's
attempt to eradicate ceremony and dismiss our culture, I believe it is even more powerful now
for all Indigenous people to come together and share these teachings and participate freely in
Ceremony and bask in the power Mother Earth has gifted us.
So let us all join us together as one and welcome new life forming and growing especially now
throughout this pandemic. We all across the globe are affected by this and it’s important to
take inventory on where you are at during this time. You can start with acknowledging how
grateful you are to be part of Spring Solstice on any personal level. Know you can mark that
feeling that you hold dear and repeat it every year. Thank Creator for being on the path with
you that you have journeyed on through the dark, cold winter months and know that you are
fully here now standing refreshed and renewed. We welcome the new life that Spring Solstice
brings us and the much needed beautiful sunny days ahead. This is a very powerful feeling
and I'm eager to embrace it fully.
Be sure to enjoy each blessing Spring Solstice has given to you no matter how big or little it is.
Go and throw a little pebble in a body of water that is beaming with new spring life and watch
the ripples spread out and know that you can recreate that every day with everyone you
interact with. So let all those moments and blessings ripple forward with unity and love each
and every day.
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2-Spirited People of the 1st Nations offers
many supports free of charge

Food Hampers

Medicines

Way to connect

Phone or Internet
Subsidy Program

Posi+ive Living Program

Hygiene

Counselling and
Elder Support

Online Programming

Note: Due to a high demand of hamper request, we have made some
changes to our food hamper delivery program. A person can receive a
food delivery every other week. Medicines and Hygiene product requests
will be delivered April 7 or 14.
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2 SPIRITS
New Programming!

Did you know we have new programming.
Now that Toronto is in a “Stay at Home”
order we thought to ourselves, “How can
we keep our community members busy?”
We thought long and hard and decided to
bring out 10 new programs. Each program
is different and focuses on different age
groups. We have programs for adults, for
youth and child and for family. We wanted
to make sure everyone had a change to get
involved and to have something to look
forward too weekly. To find out when what
programs we are hosting visit our
Facebook or Instagram page or email
assistant@2spirits.org for more
information, We hope you’ll join us in our
next program. See you soon.
Have you attended any of our new
programs?

Do you have an idea for a new
program?

145 Front St E
Toronto, ON
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5 Things to do during a city wide
lockdown
Join on the 2-Spirited People of the
1st Nations virtual programs
Go for a nature walk
Watch a movie
Read a book
Try to cook a meal you always
wanted to learn how to cook

Chii-Miigwetch
2-Spirited People of the 1st Nations would like to acknowledge
and thank the father and son team of Eric and Henry from Zone
6. During our Outreach events this summer, we ran into the duo
at Moss Park, while we were setting up our event tent. They had
taken it upon themselves to buy cases of water and personally
hand the bottles to the residents of Moss Park, after a hard day's
work. Eric and Henry approached us at the park that day and
they have been supplying us with cases of water for our
outreach since. We thank you Eric and Henry for your kindness
and generosity. Miigwetch

How do you like our new programs?
Send us an email to assistant@2spirits.org
and let us know!
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2 SPIRITS
The start of 2021 with our Harm
Reduction team
After an amazing year of outreach in
2020, the outreach team hit the
streets, the first day back in 2021.
Saige’s Chilli and Garlic bread was
what was being offered for our first
hot meal of the year. The reception
was amazing. The residents in Moss
Park really enjoyed the food and they
were able to get some of the winter
items we offer like blankets, tents,
sleeping bags and other clothing
items, needed to help them to survive
this cold season. this is just the first
of many outreach events to come.

Why did we host a Wholistic Mental
Health and Wellness Week?
January 18 to January 21 we hosted 4 days of
programming that focused on mental and
physical well being. Why did we do this?
January 18th is known as Blue Monday, the
saddest day of the year. The day were most
people feel the winter blues. We wanted our
community members to know they are not
alone in feeling this way, we as staff also feel
the winter blues and need to find new ways on
how to cope and deal with these new, maybe
not so new emotions and energy. We had 4
wonderful facilitators that taught us new ways
on how to deal with what the world is throwing
at us in our every day lives.
Chi-Miigwetch to our facilitators,
staff, and everyone who attended.
We hope you hold on to these new
techniques your learned and
continue to fight through the
winter blues.
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On the next
page you will
see a maze.
Help our E.D.
Keith get to
the 2-Spirits
Office
Send us a picture to
assistant@2spirits.org of how Keith
got to our office and you'll be entered
to win a $50.00 instacart gift card

Deadline to enter is April 9
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Help Keith get to the 2-Spirit office

145 Front St E
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We Stand Behind You
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Cooking with Robin

As some of you may know, 2-Spirited People of the 1st Nations
Super Easy Stuffed Chicken
goes out two times a week in the downtown east of Toronto to
hand out food, water, safe drug use supplies, and a variety of
other materials (like tents, sleeping bags, hats, mitts, jackets)
when we have them available. We engage with community
members who are under-housed to provide some supports, share
some smiles, laughter and medicines.
COVID has exacerbated many of the issues our communities face;
lack of access to supports, lack of access to safe and affordable
housing, drastic increases in overdose rates and lack of access to
food are just some of the devastating results we are seeing.
What you will need:
When we go out and do our outreach we see so many of our
community members without access to safe and affordable
Chicken breast
housing. We are often told how much safer they feel living in
Cream cheese
encampments and in the parks rather than living in shelters or
Spinach
the shelter hotels. COVID has and is continuing to run rampant in
shelters, which are often over-crowded. As reported yesterday,
Now follow these steps
the #COVID VoC that has emerged in Toronto's shelter system is
1. Season your chicken with the
the highly contagious UK B.1.1.1 variant. Yesterday, the City of
seasonings of your choice.
Toronto confirmed 29 cases of VoC at Maxwell Meighen, which is
2. Mix your spinach and cream
located right across the street from Moss Park, where we do our
cheese together
outreach on Thursdays.
3. Slit a small hole in your
As winter was approaching, a group of local activists led by
chicken
Khaleel created an initiative to build tiny shelters, equipped with
4. stuff the chicken with the
safety equipment (smoke/carbon monoxide detector and fire
cream cheese and spinach
extinguisher). These shelters allowed folks to stay off of the wet
5. Bake for 30 to 40 minutes.
and cold ground, have a roof over them, and create a safe place
6. Enjoy!
for folks to self-determine where they would be staying in order
to survive the cold with dignity. They kept folks safe from the
overcrowding and lack of physical distancing in shelters, and
allowed for folks to remain close to their supports (unlike many
of the shelter hotels).
Did you know Robin host
Khaleel as well as the Encampment Support Network and others
a cooking segment ever
have been working tirelessly to keep folks alive through this
week over zoom! Come
pandemic, and just this week Khaleel was served with an
join us and see what
injunction from the City of Toronto to stop making these tiny
she's cooking next!
shelters. We are disappointed in this decision, and support the
grassroots work Khaleel and the ESN have been doing to keep our
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DODDLE HERE

MIIGWETCH FOR HELPING US
REACH 3000 LIKES ON
FACEBOOK!
One year ago
One year ago. One year ago, is when everyone’s world
got flipped upside down. We entered a state of
emergency order (who even knew what this meant at
the time) One year ago we had to close our office to
ensure the safety for our staff as well as our
community members. As we all left the 2-Spirits
office with no idea when we would be returning, with
no idea what will be happening next, we had to think
to ourselves “how can we serve and protect our
community without being in the office?” We
introduce a weekly food delivery program, we
continued with our outreach program, we even
introduced online programming. We have come a far
way since the beginning of covid, but we can not wait
to get back into the office. We would like to thank
you for your ongoing support, and we look forward to
see you all when it is safe to do so.

Send us your doodle and we might j
ust feature it in our next newsletter!

What does "Grey Zone" mean?
As Toronto enters the grey zone it means nonessential stores can open with limited capacity.
Restaurant remain closed. We can have
gatherings of no more than 10 people outside
However we must stress that you maintain
social distancing if you choose to join an
outdoor gathering. With the city slowly lifting
restrictions this does not mean we can be
careless and ignore all protocols. Please keep
yourself and family safe. There is a light at the
end of the tunnel and if we maintain social
distancing, wear our mask and wash our hands
when ever possible we will be able to get
through this.
Stay Safe
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